Hello Annamie,
I'm writing on behalf of www.UAPMediaKit.ca with a question for you. At first you may be
inclined to ignore (or even laugh at) the topic, but I hope you'll read this entire message
before deciding whether or not it deserves a reply.
I'm contacting members of all Canadian Political parties to ask their reaction to recent
developments within the US Gov't, and specifically why our own Government is not paying
attention to what could be a huge opportunity for bringing clean energy to the forefront.
Over the last several years, the US gov't has confirmed that their military (Navy) has been
encountering "aircraft" that outperform anything in the US inventory.
This is a compilation of just some of the compelling information that has come to light:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1wmIHTGbDRzqrwlHbk3z0ODqE2dzoDoAG
The US gov't is taking this so seriously that they have formed a task force to investigate and
report back less than 180 days from now.
Putting aside the "X-files" factor for a moment, the fact is that there are craft operating in our
skies that demonstrate incredibly powerful energy requirements, yet leave ZERO emissions,
not even a heat signature. Regardless of their origin, someone has developed a means to
harness power without leaving a mark on the environment, but this is being kept hidden from
all of us.
Despite the efforts of my organization and many others, we have been unable to find a
single member of parliament who agrees this worth at least a conversation with our US
counterparts to understand their interests, beyond the obvious national defence concerns.
I had the opportunity to discuss this on CTV in July of last year:
https://youtu.be/-SKl8gMO8eg
I would appreciate hearing your thoughts, and am also happy to provide further empirical
evidence and data to give you more background.
Thanks for taking a minute to consider what may prove to be a topic of much interest in the
coming months and years.
Matt Melvin.

